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Abstract 

The research background and present situation of fault location of HVDC transmission 
line at home and abroad are analyzed, and the main research contents of traveling wave 
type ranging and neural network ranging are reviewed respectively. Firstly, the 
shortcomings of the fault location technology of HVDC transmission line are analyzed. It 
is pointed out that the existing fault location method has a single principle of ranging, 
high requirements for hardware equipment, poor tolerance to transition resistance, etc. 
problem. Among them, the fault location of DC transmission line with traveling wave 
type mainly introduces the single-end electrical quantity ranging and the two-terminal 
electrical mass ranging. The neural network type DC transmission line fault location 
mainly introduces the application of intelligent algorithm in fault location. The 
characteristics of fault location of HVDC transmission lines and the problems existing in 
actual operation are analyzed. At the same time, the subsequent research ideas and 
improvement schemes are given for these problems, and the development direction is 
prospected. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The transmission line bears the important task of transmitting electric energy, is the 
economic lifeline of the power system, and is the place where the most troubles occur in the 
power system, and it is extremely difficult to find, and directly threatens the safe operation of 
the power system. Li Lizhen, Zhao Yujun and others pointed out that China has a vast territory, 
complex geographical environment, and uneven energy distribution. HVDC transmission has an 
absolute advantage over AC transmission in long-distance and large-capacity transmission. At 
present, the transmission line voltage level of China is up to 1100KV, and the transmission line 
length can reach 3293Km (Changji-Guquan ±1100 kV UHV DC transmission line project). The 
increase of the total length of transmission lines makes the probability of power system failure 
greatly increase. Therefore, in order to improve the safe, economical, reliable and fast operation 
of the power system and ensure the high-quality power supply of the power system, accurate 
fault location methods are needed to determine the fault location in a timely and reliable 
manner, so that the staff can timely repair and quickly restore the system power supply. The 
application of ranging technology can reduce the burden of manual inspection and reduce the 
overall economic losses caused by power outages. Therefore, the research of accurate fault 
location technology has become an urgent need for HVDC transmission line protection. 
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HVDC transmission line fault location mainly includes two types: traveling wave type ranging 
and neural network type ranging. Traveling wave type fault location can be divided into two 
categories: single-ended electrical capacity ranging and double-ended electrical capacity 
ranging. The blocking characteristics of the physical boundary of the DC transmission line to 
the high-frequency signal cause the traveling wave reflect periodically at the fault point and the 
measuring point, which makes the application of the fault traveling wave single-end electrical 
distance measurement can overcome the influence of the transition impedance size, nature and 
the change of the operating impedance of the end system on the positioning accuracy. Compared 
with the double-ended electrical distance measurement, there is no need to consider the data 
synchronization problem and it is more economical. Therefore, more accurate single-ended 
ranging can be achieved if the difficulty of traveling wave head recognition is overcome or a new 
single-ended electrical fault location method is studied. The key problem of fault location based 
on dual-end electrical quantity is the two-terminal data synchronization problem, the 
synchronization problem involves the precision timing system, and the synchronization error 
problem can not be ruled out, it is difficult to realize, relatively speaking, it is easier to realize 
the location technology using the unsynchronized data at both ends of the line. Therefore, if the 
method of accurately identifying the remote high-resistance fault or overcoming the double-
ended data synchronization problem can be found, the accurate fault location of the HVDC 
transmission line can be realized, and the double-end ranging technology can be improved. 

The neural network-based HVDC transmission line fault location theory has the advantage of 
effectively overcoming the high-resistance fault of the line. The use of the neural network's 
superior learning ability and nonlinear function approximation fitting ability can solve most 
problems. The use of neural networks can avoid most of the problems of traveling wave ranging, 
but suitable neural network models and parameters and accurate extraction of fault samples 
also have a certain impact on ranging accuracy. 

2. TRAVELING WAVE TYPE HVDC TRANSMISSION LINE FAULT LOCATION 

Traveling wave method ranging is a method for fault location based on traveling wave 
transmission theory at fault. According to the propagation theory of wave, when the 
transmission line fails, the fault traveling wave transmitted along the two ends of the line from 
the fault point is generated, and the fold and reflection occur at the fault point and the 
impedance discontinuous point, so the fault location can be realized by using the propagation 
characteristics of the fault traveling wave and the related line parameters. At present, the 
traveling wave method mainly has single-ended electric quantity type and double-end electric 
quantity type. The single-end-based ranging method only needs to analyse the single-ended 
electrical quantity on the rectification side (inverter side) to achieve fault location for the full 
length of the line. It does not need to consider the transmission and synchronization of double-
ended data, and has high economic benefits. The principle is feasible, but the ranging accuracy 
of the remote high-resistance is not high, and it has certain application prospects. Ranging 
based on double-ended electrical quantity requires both ends of the data to complete the 
ranging. A communication channel capable of transmitting voltage and current is required, and 
the electrical quantities of both ends need to be synchronized. The accuracy of the double-
ended ranging is high, but the requirements for communication equipment are high and the 
economic investment is large. 

2.1. Single End Electrical Quantity Fault Location 

Song Guobing pointed out that when the DC line of the distributed parameter model fails, the 
physical boundary of the DC filter and the peaceful wave reactor on both sides of the line will 
produce a full reflection on the high frequency signal in the voltage traveling wave, and the high 
frequency voltage traveling wave has the characteristics of refraction stronger than reflection 
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at the fault point. Using this feature, the Song Guobing team achieved fault location by 
calculating the position of the maximum value of the traveling wave voltage superimposed over 
a time (the time it takes for the traveling wave modulus to propagate the full length of a line). 
The data window required for this method is short, only 3 times times the line transmission 
time can be achieved, avoiding the manual recognition of the traveling wave head, high ranging 
accuracy, not affected by the transition resistance, and easy to achieve automation. 

There is no outlet for DC Busbar other than DC transmission line, so the natural frequency of 
fault traveling wave does not mix with other frequency components, and it is easy to identify 
and extract natural frequencies. Liao Kai and others put forward the use of multiple signal 
classification (MUSIC) method to extract transient voltage data of the natural frequency 
principal component, combined with the system end and fault point reflection coefficient, 
through the fault distance, natural frequency and the inherent relationship of the traveling wave 
velocity to calculate the fault distance, to achieve the purpose of ranging. However, this method 
relies on the buckling conditions of the boundary conditions, and the traveling wave natural 
frequency values differ under different line termination conditions (whether or not a DC filter 
is installed). Therefore, the accuracy of ranging for different DC transmission systems will be 
different and still needs to be improved and improved. 

Li Boya et al. proposed a single-ended fault location combining algorithm combining the 
traveling wave method and the natural frequency method in combination with the natural 
frequency method proposed by Wu Xiao and the traveling wave method proposed by Chen Xia. 
The natural frequency method in the algorithm improves the reliability of the wave head 
identification, and the traveling wave method ensures the accuracy of the ranging. The two have 
strong complementary advantages, robust ranging and strong practical value. Yang Lihong team 
used the integrated empirical mode decomposition (EEMD) proposed by Wu Z H to obtain the 
time parameters required for ranging, and combined the advantages of double-ended and 
single-ended ranging to achieve ranging. The algorithm does not need to identify the traveling 
wave head and calculate the traveling wave speed, but it has the disadvantages of high 
requirements on hardware equipment and uneconomical. The research idea based on the 
combination of single-ended and double-ended ranging has certain reference significance for 
solving the improvement of traveling wave method. 

Xu Min selected the propagation velocity value of the corresponding frequency component 
as the traveling wave velocity for the ranging calculation. Based on the Zhang Fan team 
algorithm, an improved ranging algorithm considering the wave velocity transformation 
characteristics was proposed. The Deng Feng team proposed the idea of constructing a fault 
waveform database and built a dynamic model test system for fault traveling wave detection 
and fault location system. The method does not depend on the accurate detection of the wave 
head and the modulus wave velocity, and is simple in implementation, strong in practicability, 
and has high sensitivity and reliability. 

2.2. Double-End Electrical Quantity Fault Location 

There are frequency-varying characteristics of the transmission line parameters, which leads 
to errors in the fault traveling wave transient calculation, which directly affects the performance 
of protection and ranging. The Kang Lihong team adopted a distributed parameter time domain 
model with complete distributed parameter characteristics, and used the particle swarm 
algorithm to optimize the fault location algorithm and improved the positioning accuracy. 
Compared with the algorithm based on Bergeron model, the algorithm requires low sampling 
rate and accurate and stable ranging results, which provides a new idea for fault location of 
HVDC transmission lines. Wu Jiyang proposed to construct a time-series wave impedance 
matrix based on the superposition principle to obtain higher fault traveling wave calculation 
accuracy, and to combine the characteristics of the line mode or the ground mode voltage 
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waveform for ranging. The method can effectively account for the frequency-varying 
characteristics of the DC line parameters, and the calculation of the transient traveling wave is 
more accurate, which lays a foundation for further improving engineering applications such as 
fault location accuracy. 

The Duan Jiandong team proposed using the improved Hilbert-Huang transform (IHHT) to 
obtain the corresponding wave velocity, and obtain the fault distance according to the linear 
relationship between the wave velocity and the fault distance. The algorithm uses the measured 
wave velocity in real time, which effectively avoids the ranging error caused by the inaccurate 
calculation of transient traveling wave. The beam Hongchun team used the Rogowski coils at 
each detection point distributed along the line to obtain the current traveling wave information, 
and uploaded it to the ranging analysis main station through the wireless communication 
network to directly obtain the fault distance. The ranging results are good in different fault 
locations and different transition resistors, and have the advantage of smaller errors compared 
with the traditional two-end fault location results. Although the method solves the problem of 
the synchronization of the traditional double-ended ranging data, the communication burden 
is greatly increased, and the Rogowski coil with excellent high-frequency transmission 
characteristics also makes the line cost higher. However, using the high-frequency transfer 
characteristics of Rogowski coils for fault location provides a new research direction for 
researchers. 

2.3. Research Difficulties and Suggestions 

The key to accurately locate the traveling wave ranging method is to correctly identify and 
calibrate the first wave head of the fault traveling wave, because the line boundary in the HVDC 
transmission system presents different frequency characteristics to the high frequency and low 
frequency components of the traveling wave, which brings difficulties to the correct 
identification of the first wave head of the fault traveling wave and the accurate calibration of 
the arrival time. The relay protection and fault location method based on single-end fault 
traveling wave signal has the advantages of low investment cost, no need for global positioning 
system or dual-end communication, no synchronization of hardware system start up and time 
inconsistency at both ends of the line. However, the accuracy of ranging is affected by the 
magnitude of the transition impedance and the mode of operation of the system. It is one of the 
important research directions in the field of fault detection. Double-end electrical mass ranging 
requires a communication channel capable of exchanging voltage and current, with high 
ranging accuracy, but it is necessary to synchronize data collection at both ends, otherwise it is 
easy to produce large errors, although modern GPS technology can ensure data synchronization, 
but it will still be restricted by various situations, economic benefits are not high. 

In summary, both single-ended electrical and double-ended electrical traveling wave ranging 
have certain limitations. Whether it is the analysis of the relationship between frequency 
components and fault distance, or the use of certain signal processing methods to decompose 
fault signals to measure accurate wave speed, etc., are closely related to the high performance 
of related hardware equipment. Therefore, the distance measurement method without 
identifying the wave head and the wave velocity has certain reference significance for the fault 
location of the HVDC transmission line. At the same time, the idea of constructing fault 
waveform database and the method of using multi-measurement ranging also have guiding 
significance for improving the problem of long-distance high-resistance fault identification 
dead zone in traveling wave ranging. The time domain method adopted by Gao Shuping team 
can use any transient data after fault to achieve fault location, not limited to traveling wave head, 
which has certain practical value. By using the fault characteristics of HVDC transmission line, 
we can also study the method of combining various fault location principles and draw on each 
other's strengths, so as to improve the reliability and accuracy of DC line fault location. At 
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present, the fault location principle of AC transmission line is numerous, and the fault location 
principle of HVDC transmission line is single, and it is of practical significance to draw on AC 
transmission line ranging method. 

3. NEURAL NETWORK TYPE HVDC TRANSMISSION LINE FAULT LOCATION 

The neural network has strong nonlinear fitting ability, can map arbitrarily complex 
nonlinear relationships, and has simple learning rules and is convenient for computer 
implementation. It has strong robustness, memory ability, non-linear mapping ability and 
powerful self-learning ability, so it has a large application market. Although the current relay 
protection based on neural network needs to be tested by practice, with the concept of "strong 
smart grid" in China, the application of neural network and various intelligent algorithms in 
power system protection has become an inevitable trend. The use of neural network for fault 
location of HVDC transmission line can effectively solve the problem that most traveling wave 
methods can't overcome. It is one of the hotspots of ranging technology research in recent years. 

3.1. Neural Network Ranging 

Huang S F, Hong Hongchun and Cai Xinlei pointed out that the main natural frequency used 
in AC transmission line fault location has been studied, the main natural frequency is easy to 
extract, the fault traveling wave spectrum method is more advantageous for DC transmission 
line fault location. The physical boundary of HVDC transmission line will be offset by the phase 
angle of time domain waveform (natural frequency in frequency domain), the relationship 
between Lin Yingyong, Liu Kozhen and Hong Hongchun using the barrier distance and 
frequency, combined with ANN's nonlinear function approximation fitting ability, and the ANN 
model can be obtained through a large number of sample training to complete the ranging. The 
sample properties of this method are clear, the sample set is small in scale and the convergence 
efficiency is high. 

A fault location algorithm for HVDC transmission line based on Elman dynamic neural 
network is proposed by Liu Jing. The particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm is used to 
optimize the initial weight and threshold of Elman neural network. The algorithm has high 
convergence speed and ranging accuracy, and can provide theoretical support for fault location 
of HVDC transmission lines. A fault location method based on genetic algorithm for HVDC 
transmission lines is proposed by Li Yongli. The approximate range of the true values of line 
parameters is determined by means of optimization, and fault location is realized. However, at 
the current sampling frequency of the oscilloscope, when the genetic algorithm has a ground 
fault at the exit of both ends of the line, the measurement result has a large error. Based on the 
LI Yong-li algorithm, Li Xiaoye used the neural network algorithm to modify the fault location 
method based on genetic algorithm, and improved the accuracy of the fault at both ends of the 
line. The algorithm is not affected by the position of the fault point and the transition resistance, 
and the accuracy of the ranging result is less affected by the deviation of the line parameters. 

Chen Shilong team selected the first wave head amplitude ratio of the high-frequency part of 
the fault voltage traveling wave line mode component in different frequency bands as the input 
sample set of BP neural network, and the fault distance as the output sample set to obtain the 
neural network model of fault location. This method does not depend on the transmission time 
and transmission speed between the fault point and the measuring point of the traveling wave, 
thus avoiding the difficulty of determining the medium wave speed of the traditional double-
end traveling wave ranging method and the high precision requirement of the clock 
synchronization device at both ends, which has high precision and strong resistance to the 
transition resistor. 
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When the DC transmission line fails, the propagation velocity of the line mode traveling wave 
component and the zero mode traveling wave component generated by the fault point are 
inconsistent. Chen Shilong, Navaneethan S and Abur A use the modulus transmission time 
difference and the artificial neural network to realize fault location. This principle only needs 
the information of the initial traveling wave, which provides a new idea for improving the 
reliability of the single-end traveling wave ranging, and does not need to calculate the modulus 
transmission speed, and the accuracy is high. 

3.2. Research Difficulties and Suggestions 

Zhang Feng pointed out that the application of neural network in ranging technology is 
helpful to avoid the difficulty of wave head capture, inaccuracy of wave velocity extraction and 
non-recognition of distal high resistance faults in traveling wave ranging technology, but the 
selection and pre-processing of samples is very important to establish neural network model. 
For line fault location, the sample data should reflect the characteristics of the traveling wave 
spectrum at different fault distances as much as possible, and also consider the performance of 
the neural network itself. Therefore, it is also important to select appropriate neural network 
models and parameters, and accurately extract fault samples. 

The neural network ranging based on frequency type and fault analysis type has higher 
ranging accuracy, but in most cases, it is affected by the line parameters, and the recognition 
effect of different DC system neural network models will be different. The accuracy of the line 
parameters largely determines the accuracy of the fault location results, so reducing the 
influence of line parameter deviation is also a key element of fault location. The introduction of 
optimization algorithms will improve this problem to some extent, but it remains to be explored. 
In addition, the combination of various algorithms and neural networks can easily lead to an 
increase in computation, the speed of the algorithm will be slower, although from the current 
computer computing speed, the calculation time of neural network ranging is still millisecond, 
does not affect the practicality of the ranging algorithm, but the related technology still needs 
to be improved. 

4. RESEARCH AND PROSPECT 

Accurate and reliable fault location technology is of great significance for reducing the 
workload of line inspection, speeding up the repair of faults, reducing power outage losses, 
ensuring the safe operation of power systems, and improving the economic and reliability of 
the system. Although a large number of studies have been carried out by scholars at home and 
abroad, the selectivity problem of DC system fault identification has not been well solved, and 
the related fault location will be affected accordingly. From the existing research results, there 
are still some problems in traveling wave type ranging and neural network ranging. 

(1)  Identify the traveling wave head difficultly. Traveling wave fault location detection is the 
traveling wave head. If the traveling wave head detection fails or the traveling wave does not 
exist when the fault occurs, the fault positioning cannot be performed. 

(2) Data synchronization problem. The synchronization problem involves a precision timing 
system and does not rule out the existence of synchronization errors. 

(3) Parameter setting and optimization problem of neural network. Sample selection and pre-
processing, as well as the performance of the neural network itself, need to be tested. 

With the rapid development of modern power systems towards high automation and high 
intelligence, the fault location technology of DC transmission lines needs to be vigorously 
developed and researched. Undoubtedly, the ranging theory of neural network models with high 
adaptability and continuous learning ability is the main research direction of future HVDC 
transmission system development. Although the neural network ranging theory is still in the 
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theoretical analysis stage at present, its security, reliability and sensitivity need to be further 
tested, but the research results show that the neural network model can solve most of the 
problems existing in the current stage. At the same time, new materials are continuously used 
in the field of power systems, and the application of high sampling rate equipment can also solve 
the difficulties in the current HVDC transmission line ranging. 

The development of the power grid aims to achieve reliable, safe, economical, efficient, 
environmentally friendly and safe use of the power grid. The development of the future power 
grid is bound to develop toward high automation and high intelligence. HVDC ranging 
technology will inevitably play a vital role in large-area networking and long-distance 
transmission. At this stage, the HVDC transmission line ranging theory still needs to be 
improved and strengthened, and researchers still need to keep moving forward and innovate. 
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